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III: Strange Dimensions 

Hoffman wakes to a new day 

Maybe even a new life 

Takes a left instead of a right for the first time 

------------- 

When he was younger Hoffman had been a very prolific reader. He had fallen in love with 

books at an early age, but unfortunately, like most rudos, he was denied any form of decent 

education and this also resulted in a lack of access to classic literature. He had sought them 

out himself and quite a bit was readily available to those who so wished. This interest in the 

written word had not been easy to live with in the area where he grew up. Most of his friends, 

who basically saw school as an extended punishment that wouldn’t amount to anything 

worthwhile, began ribbing him and so he proceeded with his hobby in secret. He found that 

reading about life experience was sometimes preferable to experiencing it firsthand. 

The description of the morning after in some of those books he had realized was very much 

romanticized and not at all the way he had come to know it most of his life. They described 

waking up with terrible anxiety with only remnants of the previous night left in memory and 

maybe, if one was lucky, the stink of a romantic entanglement of the previous night. Hoffman 

had been drinking himself to sleep every night for the past five years or so, he couldn’t 

remember, and had never been able to say; ‘so this is what they were talking about’. 

At least the past two years were completely blank, a haze without as much as shadowy figures 

visible through it. At times it felt like he might be able to grasp what had happened the 

previous day, but it was difficult for him to pin point if it had happened three days ago or 

three years. Added to that could be the fact that his days all followed the same pattern: Get 

up/drink/dress/go to PS9/drink/pass out/repeat. 

This morning, as he gingerly swung his legs from the hard cot that was both his bed and 

dining table, there was something gnawing at the back of his mind. As if there had been 

something of an anomaly the previous day. He couldn’t quite put his finger on it and, 

performing his routine morning scratch, figured that it might as well have been the memory of 

him forgetting to turn off his cooking unit and causing a small fire two months earlier. His 

feet touched the cold stainless steel floor and shuffled the three or four steps it took him to get 

to his cooking area. The rubber paint that was supposed create warmth on his skin and protect 

the floor had long worn off and he had ignored the fact, he was really only reminded of it 

when he got up. 

His living unit consisted of one room with an adjacent bathroom where he could wash up and 

sit on the crapper at the same time. It was almost a perfect square, his bed/table was about 

seven feet long and stretched from end to end on one side which coincidently was the same 

length from wall to door. Someone had generously provided ten feet of height so an eight feet 

man would sleep uncomfortably, but be all the more happy standing up. His cooking station 
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consisted of an oven and a drink dispenser. He rested against the space next to the dispenser 

and pressed one of the three buttons on it. A paper cup fell into a small holder and clear liquid 

came pouring out of the machine. The dispenser was designed to serve one hot drink and two 

cold, one of which was supposed to be water or Wike, a substance created to replace water for 

those who couldn’t afford pure H20. Luckily enough Hoffman hadn’t been forced to live 

through the quite scary period of the human race when the scientists had to come up with a 

solution to the coming Water crisis. 

He sipped the liquid and scanned his unit; something was different, something out of the 

ordinary, maybe connected to the gnawing sensation at the back of his mind. It was a noise 

that was the difference, a tiny beeping sound at the very edge of his hearing. His days in the 

army and all the different drills on Mars had rendered him hard of hearing and the drink from 

last night had most likely not improved anything. He started scanning his home with great 

suspicion. The beeping meant something, but he couldn’t remember what it was. Something 

that used to happen before he had gone into voluntary exile and wandered into the mist that 

had become his life. It seemed as if the sound came from a tiny little light that was blinking 

on the wall, well not on the wall per say on his screen incorporated in the wall. Slowly he 

walked towards the screen and slowly he eyed the blinking light. Next to it there seemed to be 

a button, he looked over his shoulder as if he was being watched and then he pressed it. The 

screen lit up and played a strange melody and Hoffman jumped back, almost spilling his 

beverage. He backed up some more and waited as a female voice spoke: 

‘One new message’ Hoffman cocked his head to one side. ‘Would you like to accept this 

message?’ 

‘Yes?’ Hoffman tested. 

The screen came to life and showed another living unit much like his, slightly cleaner and 

with a figure in the center of it. Hoffman squinted, who was that? Wasn’t it Javier Doran, his 

old friend? Slowly something tried to pry itself from the dark recesses of his hazy mind. He 

felt like they had met not that long ago, but he could never be certain these days. 

‘Hello brother,’ Doran said with a stained smile. ‘I figured you were too drunk to remember 

that we met today and I left you in quite a state, so I thought I’d send you this message to 

remind you of an offer that I have extended to you.’ 

Hoffman scratched his head, sat down on the bed and tried to remember, well, anything at all. 

‘About a month ago the S/S Jeff Lynne disappeared on its annual journey past Terra’ Doran 

held up a digital picture that he had brought up on his Fire. ‘It carried about four hundred 

Commonwealth prep school kids from St. Odo of Canterbury. The ship lost contact with the 

school a week into the voyage and has not been heard of since. I was contacted by an agent 

from the Commonwealth and they need help finding out what happened. It’s very hush- hush 

and they don’t want any publicity on this so they have decided to go through, shall we say 

unusual channels to find the cause.’ Doran winked and looked around. ‘I don’t think I need to 

mention, brother, that if you are successful in this your fortune will be made. You can drink 
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yourself to death in a classier place than this for sure. You can find me in sector 312, cube six 

if you’re interested.’ 

The image of Doran froze as he showed a smirk and it looked as if he was having a stroke. 

Hoffman put down his cup on the floor and lay down on his bed. He stared up at the ceiling 

and tried to form some kind of real thought. When he had decided to leave the service, right 

after they had thrown him out coincidently, he had tried to get into detective work, much like 

some of his literary heroes Holmes, Marple and Madame de Scuderi. He had some knack for 

it, mostly due to his reading, but his drinking had taken over and unlike Marlowe he couldn’t 

balance the job and the drink. Smuggling had worked better then. He rolled over to his side 

and pulled out a little drawer from the wall at the head of his bed. It was filled with all kinds 

of crap, he had a tendency of emptying his pockets when he came home and just dump it all in 

there. He rifled through the mess of wires, broken glass and other unidentifiable object until 

he found what he was looking for. It was a blister pack that could hold six pills, only one 

small red one remained and he gingerly forced it out of the plastic casing. His hands were 

trembling, why was it that one’s hands always seemed to shake when taking medicine out of 

packaging, as if the body knew that sweet relief was close and symptoms worsened just 

before the cure could be administered? The pill fell into his palm and he quickly flung it into 

his mouth and swallowed as he fell back onto the thin mattress. 

It was impossible to tell how long he had remained lifeless on his bed/table and stared at the 

once white washed tin ceiling, but once his body felt what passed for normal these days he 

rolled onto his feet. He scanned his body to make sure his body was intact and as it was on the 

bed he assumed everything was as it should be. He felt around on the outside to make sure he 

had his Fire and quickly realized that he wasn’t wearing clothes. Placing a hand on a spot 

above his bed another drawer was revealed when it came out of the wall. He rifled through it 

in an attempt to find an outfit appropriate enough to wear outside a dive strip club. Tucked off 

to one side he located a pair of faded black slacks that he unfurled and with that action came a 

white long-sleeved T-shirt that appeared to be clean, albeit wrinkled. He didn’t feel the need 

to iron the clothes since few in the Sharon Spaceport would give him a second glance, but 

naked or the worn out duds he usually dressed in may cause some raised eyebrows and that 

was something he didn’t want or need. He managed to find his Fire under the bed and even 

managed to find his Fire Shades and placed them over what he could only imagine were 

bloodshot eyes, it was time to face the real world for the first time in forever. 

Even though Sharon was one of the smaller ports orbiting Europa and acted primarily as a 

resting and refueling station for traders, but was also known for being the main hub for those 

who were looking to settle on the moon. Since it was owned and operated by the theocratic 

AUB it followed their fundamentalist laws, but was also the sole port in their organization 

that allowed trade in alcohol and other items forbidden by The Doctrines and Covenants and 

this was what made it a near lawless place. The scum knew where to keep itself though and 

remained in the red light district and The Danites rarely ventured there either.  

Instead of hanging a right and venture further into the red light he turned left to the more 

naturally lit areas. His pod was situated on a side street off the main thoroughfare and he was 
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forced to shield his eyes as he stepped out on to Main Street. Lacking a concept of time, as 

well as day, week, month or year, Hoffman was initially surprised at the bustling activity he 

met. His street was fairly quiet when he would venture outside, but that was most likely due to 

the fact that the districts busiest time was in the evening. Here trade merchants, buyers and 

sellers were on their way to engage in the art of trade and time was of the essence since there 

was only an eight hour window where bartering was allowed in Sharon. He considered hailing 

a rickshaw, but thought better of it once he had glanced over his finances through his Fire 

Shades. The allowance he received from the military was just about enough to cover his living 

expenses, food and drink and since drink was such a big part of his budget board it left little 

for frivolous things. If he remembered correctly the three hundred block of pods was only 

about a block down. He shoved his hands in his pockets, was mystified by the various salt and 

soy packets he found deep in the recesses of the fabric and he was bewildered by it since he 

could in no way remember when he visited an Asian restaurant last. They were few and far 

between, the Asian eateries. Sharon was completely devoid of one, not even the odd 

perambulatory café rolled around there and Hoffman did miss them. He didn’t miss eating in 

general, but he did remember stir fry and sweat and sour sauce fondly. He must have acquired 

the packets when he was on leave on Mars and that was most likely the last time he wore the 

pants. 

He began strutting down the street with its artificially created milieu of light, blacktop and 

rows of merchants trying to hawk stolen or bootleg wares. The walls lining the street, that was 

no more than a wide corridor, was covered in advertising; some of it static and others 

animated. They tried to sell him various forms of H20; all infused with a plethora of vitamins 

and nutrients or trips to better places; to spas on far off planets where every dream might be 

fulfilled or even companies selling the ability to improve your failing body with cybernetics. 

It was all done with young, sexy puros who promised that the product could do the same for 

anyone in paying the price. While trying to avoid the barrage of information from the ads and 

the calls of the real salesmen and women he tripped over one of the many beggars lining the 

street, avoiding rickshaws, the law and high speed traffic threatening their lives. Hoffman 

gave an excusatory nod to the scruffy looking old woman, dressed in discarded AUB army 

whites and a wide brimmed hat looked back at him with one milky eye. She made a grunting 

noise and then pulled a dingy looking blanket round her body and vanished in a pile of vile 

smell.  

‘There by the grace of my wits go I’ Hoffman thought to himself. Any rudo not able to find 

steady employment, especially those born on the fringe of society, were always one paycheck 

away from ending up on the streets, marooned on some godforsaken, or in this case, 

godfearing outpost where they were prime targets for human traffickers, taking them to far off 

colonies or even chopping their bodies into pieces and sold to various medical centers. 

Hoffman quickened his pace and found an alley marked 300 and turned down it. The block 

wasn’t as seedy as his, the higher the number the better the neighborhood, and he located 312 

in no time. He pressed a red button with the name Doran scrawled in marker on it. A bell 

sound could be heard on the other side of the door and before he could press it a second time 

his longtime friend appeared before him. 
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